Department of Medicine
Faculty Meeting
January 21, 2014

Announcements
Update on Evans Center for Interdisciplinary Biomedical Research
ICD 10 Update
Announcements

New Evans Student Educator position open July 1, 2014

New Leadership Training Program RFA Searches

– Endocrine Section Chief
– Geriatrics Section Chief
– Director, Finance DOM
– Director, Research Administration DOM
Announcements (Con’t)

Research Update
  – Excess charges on BMC grants being corrected
  – Post-award budgeting tool being developed

Planning for AY 15 Budget starting this week

Finance Committee meeting to review faculty compensation plan
Faculty Development Seminars

Writing a Letter of Recommendation
– Angela Jackson & Emelia Benjamin
– January 27th from 12-1pm in Wilkins

Time Management
– Steve Borkan & Craig Gordon
– February 4th and 18th from 12-1pm in Wilkins

Turning Education into Scholarship
– Kitt Shaffer & Sharon Levine
– March 3rd from 12-1pm in Wilkins
DOM Networking Dinners

Educators’ Dinner
  – Wednesday, January 22\textsuperscript{nd} from 6:30 to 8:30

Early Career Faculty Dinner
  – Wednesday, February 26\textsuperscript{th} from 6:30 to 8:30

Enjoy good food and meaningful discussion with your DOM colleagues.
  – Emelia Benjamin’s home in Brookline
  – RSVP to Robina Bhasin at rbhasin@bu.edu
Promotion of Clinician Faculty

Consensus that new pathway needed

Likely strategy will not include increased use of the “Clinical” prefix pathway

New pathway proposed:

– “Clinical” as suffix; eg, Assistant Professor of Clinical Medicine

– Critical to define criteria for establishing clinical excellence for purpose of promotion
DOM Grand Rounds

Two Decades of Innovations: Addressing Unhealthy Alcohol and Drug Use in Medical Care

Jeffrey Samet, MD, MA, MPH
Chief, Section of General Internal Medicine
Vice Chair for Public Health, Department of Medicine
Professor of Medicine and Community Health Sciences, BUSM and Public Health

Friday, January 24, 2014
12 PM – 1 PM
Keefer Auditorium